ENGAGING YOUR COMMUNITY

Community engagement is at the heart of land conservation work. Land trusts can employ community engagement strategies to encourage support for local farm businesses, ensure their region is planning for agriculture, understand the needs of their agricultural community, and bring other partners into this work.

Promoting Agriculture: Promoting agriculture in your community is a good way to elevate local food and farms. These efforts can be as simple as a farm dinner, farm tours, or other community events.

Planning for Agriculture: Land trusts are uniquely situated to engage local officials and help ensure that zoning laws take agricultural needs into account. Land trusts can also work with officials to develop county agricultural plans.

Engaging the Agricultural Community: Engaging farmers, ranchers, and service providers helps build relationships, identify the needs of the community, and accomplish common goals. Hiring farmer-staff or engaging farmers on your board of directors can help create common ground and build trust.

Partnering with Local Food Movements: Partnerships with local nonprofits and businesses can build support for conservation, generate markets for farmers, and build community awareness around farmers’ needs.
Mesa Land Trust

- **Community Engagement**: MLT’s Fruitlands Forever Initiative focuses on preserving fruitland surrounding the city of Palisade. Notably, the program was conceived after MLT spoke with stakeholders in the local farming economy about their needs. Through conversations with local service providers, fruit farmers, and interest groups, MLT discovered that a critical mass (about 1,000 acres) of fruit ground was needed to sustain the local agricultural economy and to keep local businesses investing in infrastructure and services. In this way, MLT learned through community engagement how to best serve its agricultural community for the long-term.

- **Results**: MLT has conserved 800 of their 1,000-acre goal. Conservation easements around Palisade regularly reduce property values by 40-50%, helping farm seekers access more affordable land and providing a source of income for farmers to reinvest back into their businesses or buy more land to reach a viable scale. For farmers who still can’t afford the land, knowing that it won’t be developed gives them confidence to lease the land and invest in tree crops.

- **Strategy Benefits**: By engaging and listening to their communities, MLT discovered how they could best harness their skills and capacity as a land trust to serve their community. Fruitlands Forever stabilizes the agricultural land base by keeping it available for fruit production. In turn, this stabilizes the local agricultural economy. The sale of conservation easements helps farmers access land, build their business, and bring on the next generation.

The National Young Farmers Coalition unites young farmers and ranchers to ensure a sustainable future for American agriculture.

youngfarmers.org ■ 518-643-3564